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Commercial vehicles (work trucks) are the “work horses” of the trucking industry. As opposed to OEM passenger cars and
trucks, commercial vehicles are customdesigned to meet varied applications. These various applications include trucks
built for firefighting and emergency services, utility operations, construction, trash collection, and more.
Building commercial vehicles involves a close collaboration between the truck chassis manufacturers, truck outfitters
and/or converters, and product suppliers. According to the NTEA (The Association for the Work Truck Industry), the size of
the work truck industry in the United States was $121.8 billion in 2014. Regarding commercial vehicles, the NTEA states,
“their diverse applications, limited volume and nearly limitless body and equipment variations dictate” the need for custom
building.”

CustomDesigned and Built
The custom work performed on these vehicles ranges from adding toolboxes and special side panels on smaller trucks to
adding cranes and special doors to larger vehicles. Some customers ask for highend touches, such as teakwood and
chrome finishes. Other commercial vehicle manufacturers specialize in building and customizing limousines and party
buses.
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Commercial vehicle outfitters primarily work with a truck flatbed or a truck cabin chassis purchased directly from the OEM.
The vehicle is then custombuilt from scratch to the customer’s specifications. The goal of the commercial vehicle builder is
to make the inside of the truck look as good as the outside and to make the back of the truck look as good as the OEM
truck front cabin. One such method employed to do this is to use structural adhesives as an alternative to welding.

Adhesives vs. Welding
Structural adhesives offer many advantages over welding such as enhanced strength properties, reduced corrosion, time
and labor savings, and cost efficiencies. As a joining technique, welding has historically been the choice because “it’s the
way it’s always been done.” But, once educated on the benefits of using structural adhesives, many commercial vehicle
builders are favorable to making the switch.
As an example, at one commercial builder, workers were reluctant to use structural adhesives. The workers did not believe
that vehicle doors could be bonded together well enough to eliminate problems with “fitandfinish.”
To prove the efficacy of structural adhesives over welding, several trial applications were performed on vehicle doors. The
results proved that the structural adhesives were strong enough to not only bond the doors, but they also improved cycle
times, reduced warranty problems, and eliminated concerns with corrosion and leakage. That was 10 years ago, and the
company has since explored more opportunities for using adhesives in vehicle building.

A Prime Example
Another application example proves that it is less expensive to use structural adhesives. A company that designs and builds
truckmounted electric and hydraulic cranes, crane bodies, and crane control technologies, was using a primer and welding
to manufacture commercial vehicles. By using a twopart epoxy, the company was able to eliminate a production step and
the primer cost. Now, work can be done directly on bare metal. The time savings allowed the company to produce more
equipment.
Furthermore, by using structural adhesives, the company was able to build a betterlooking vehicle. The welding procedure
required 15 welds across a beam on the side panel. With structural adhesives, only two to six beads of adhesive were
needed to bond the side panel. Not only was the bonding process faster, but it eliminated the warping that occurred from
the welding heat. Overall, the vehicles now have a nice, crisp finish on the outside, which is especially pleasing to the
customer.
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Making the Switch
Even though welding can be a costly and timeconsuming joining method, switching over to adhesives does require
changing the entire production process. However, issues arising with the switch to adhesives can often be minimized by
collaborating with an adhesives supplier that offers assistance on making assembly line changes.
While a welding operation requires skilled labor, welding equipment, and special safety gear,
adhesives can be applied by lessexperienced workers using a glue gun and standard shop
safety procedures.
For instance, a manufacturer of service vehicles and material handling systems was having
issues with quarterpanel cracking and corrosion that developed around the wheel well.
During the production process, welders spent about 45minutes making 36 plug welds
around each wheel well. When the company switched to using structural adhesives, not
only did it save time (it took only about five minutes to bond with the adhesives), but other
improvements occurred – there was no stress cracking or corrosion, the overall appearance
was better, and costs were cut. Structural adhesives offered the advantages of sealingand
bonding in one step, and also provided additional noise and vibration reductions. The
finishing process was likewise simplified. Workers no longer had to spend time before the
painting process grinding and filling the welds.
In another application, the timesaving benefit of adhesives also proved to be
advantageous. The company specializes in building custom party vans and limousines,
was using a crossbonding adhesive to join Sheet Molded Compound (SMC) panels to
limousine vans and rooftops. The workers can use the adhesive without needing any
surface preparation on the metal or SMC surface  a timesaving step. Because of the
success with the crossbonding product, the company is looking into using weld
bonding adhesives to further reduce labor costs, along with seam sealing and sound
deadening products to protect against corrosion and improve noisevibration
harshness (NVH).
Using structural adhesives as an alternative to welding can save time and money for
the commercial vehicle builder looking for aesthetically pleasing results that can help
to increase customer satisfaction. Collaborating with an adhesives supplier that can
offer production assistance and product knowledge can help to ease the transition
from welding.
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